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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- President in Whitehouse, USA -

Whitehouse ignores info on the International Criminal Court, related to Worlds' 
security  & Terrorism 

16 august  2008

Dear President Bush....

I directed you to my website, years ago.
Informed you on 6 june 2008 - and over the past few months - about the fact that President & 
Prosecutors of ICC are the Worlds'most dangerous terrorists.

You prefer to ignore me. 

For Worlds' peace...  this implies 'that you are now building WOIII from Europe'.
And you dig your own grave....
When you only refer to Russia as an agressor -  while you ignore the fact that NL is the most 
dangerous country on Earth - the whole World will turn against the USA.

Far East, Middle-East, Africa & Russia have been reading my websites for a long time.
Even started to work together to anticipate on consequences of the criminal acts taking place 
within  ICC.

For example: Sudan
Russia & China started to build an economical system in that country, aware of the fact that 
the president of Sudan can not be brought to trail in ICC, now the Prosecutors are quilty of 
war-crimes themselves. UN supports criminal ICC-Prosecutors.
I know that the USA does not want any trail against Sudan at all, but your choice is anchored 
in the wrong arguments; you want to be in charge of Africa.
Although I can't bare the  war-system in Sudan, I do agree with the startingpoint  Russia & 
China have choosen overthere = 'Better build an economical system thanks to  emotional 
blackmail with the Sudan-parliament, than no system at all'. 
The European-media LOVES to create war, LOVES to lie about crimes-against humanity taking 
place within EU itself.  HRW & AI lie.

Another example: Nederland
Read my letters of 8 aug 2008 send to Jordan, Portugal & Russia on the danger caused by the 
NL-parliament & ICC .... and what to do against it...
Russia is now creating a startingpoint in Georgie, which must make it possible for the 
Georgian-people to write letters to their parliament,  build their files against that parliament & 
government, so civilians will have the possibility to start a lawcase against agressors in 
Georgie with ICC & ICJ. 
Why do you ignore the statements of the Georgian-people saying:
'Our parliament has demolished our cultural inheritance like churches, buildings etc...'?  

I know Russia is NO statemember of the Statute of Rome, neither is USA.
But Russia is protecting the EU- & RU-economy with peacekeeping in Georgie.
I WANT NO VIOLENCE ....

EU-economy is about to implode, thanks to corruption and the fact the civilians can not go to 
court overhere to start a lawcase against their MPs in parliament for misconduct. 
When EU implodes, so will the Far East, Middle-East & Africa.

Within 10 years we will get a MAJOR swift within the economical-system.
Civilians have to move on from Old-fashion business-policies into Fair Trade & EKO, whether 
they like it or not, simply caused by inflation. Lack of raw materials. 
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Caused by a financial-crises in the USA.
Caused by the fact that the Whitehouse does NOT know 'whats going on in Europe'.

I strongly advice you to educate yourself more the failure of the Legal systems in Europe.
If you don't, you soon will discover that President & Prosecutors of ICC have started a power-
struggle with other dicators on planet Earth...far away from you because USA is NO 
statemember of the Roman statute....
They will prove to the World 'that they are reliable...and,  therefore they will continue to 
manipulate evidence brought to OTP by civilians,  hide this evidence for the rest of the World, 
lie about it in EU & UN,    lie during talks with other statemembers'. 

The complete Worlds'security   is now in hands of a few ICC-judges.
When they don't stop President & Prosecutors thanks to my lawcase against NL, the World has 
NO legal system left to stop dictators. 'Can you give me a defnition for dictator, please'?
But when ICC-judges do not receive files, they can't stop 'dictators working for ICC'. 

Result: 
Every country will set its own boundaries against 'war & terrorism'. Africa already started.
New - smaller networks -  between countries  will be build, far away from agressors  who 
destroy their raw materials or human capital.  Countries will collect & employ their own 
scientists, who build new systems far away from the World.  
These systems will be implemented, as soon as agressors have No influence on it.
Like USA, for example....
Each country will 'take care of its own dictators... and ignore ICC & ICJ... by bringing them to 
local Supreme courts...'.    Unless  civilians claim their rights based on the Statute of Rome and 
make parliaments acknowledge the mandate of ICC & ICJ...  Those individual victums can 
influence Worlds-politics,  while they are being tortured by ICC or ICJ.      The country which 
can use their evidence best,  will start to work with it.    ICC, ICJ, EU & UN will lose power on 
all fronts. UN Security Council is nothing but a 'Whishfull-thinking-dance'.

War-victums gain a New kind of power. Start to ignore their own parliaments - turn to foreign 
parliaments - because they want to survive and need Justice to be done in their files. They 
need a solid economical system. And will turn to that government that can give it to them.
 

Do you understand that  UN has No power left on  planet Earth anymore,  now UNSC 
want ICC to be a Hitler-court'? That the USA is losing power?  

USA can NO longer rescue the World!
● You'd  better start to build a NEW sustainable economical system within USA itself, 

when you don't want to become an outsider on this planet.
● You WILL be an outsider when you underestimate the impact of the implosion of the 

EU-economical-system. Worldwide.

O...in Europe local people really don't care for what you say about Georgie....
You started a war in Irak... and you are still present overthere.
You think 'we are stupid', but thats why we don't believe you.
We turn to governments who believe US.

What EU-parliaments tells you about EU-residents info is NOT what the local people think.
In the media is NOT written/explained/proved  the contents of the files of EU-residents.

Again...
Build a  NEW sustainable economical system for USA, than you will have power in the future 
too. Why do I think 'you are not smart enough to digest my warning'?

Have a nice day,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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